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C.A.Doxiadis
To Theorize
On City Plans

TUESDAY, MARCH 1, 1966

Gerber Elected Senate
President; Catoni, V-P

Constantinos A. Doxiadis, the
College's second annual visiting
lecturer in residence, will begin
a round of three lectures, student
seminars and meetings with members of the Greater Hartford community on Monday.
Regarded by the "New Yorker" as
"the greatest city planner at work
in the world today," Dr. Doxiadis
who lives In Greece, has scheduled
lectures titled "Towards Dystopia," "Escape to Utopia," and
"Need of Entopia."
They will be given on March 8,
9 and 10 respectively, at 8;30p.m.
in Austin Arts Center's Goodwin
Theatre.
"Dystopia" and "Entopia" are
terms he has conceived as part
of what Dr-. Doxiadis calls "ekistics," the science of human settlements. Founder and president
of Doxiadis Associates since 1953, SENATE PRESIDENTS Evarts (left) and Gerber smile for different
he draws on sociology, economics reasons after Gerber was elected new Senate President on Sunday
and geography, architecture and
night.
engineering for "ekistics."
Aside from his three principal
lectures, Dr. Doxiadis will meet
with a seminar group which has
been preparing for his visit during
recent weeks,
A man whose work has taken him
to a score of countries, Dr. Doxiadis has affected the lives of an
The sixth annual George M. Fer- where 'he published "Duke Uniestimated 10 million persons.
ris Lecture In Corporation Fi- versity for Better—or for Worse"
nance and Investments will be at the end of his junior year.
Awarded his doctorate in civil given by Richard A. Smith to- Expelled for his refusal to yield
engineering In 1937 from Berlin- night at 7:45 p.m. in McCook to the president's demand for a
Charlottenburg Technical Univer- Auditorium.
retraction, Mr. Smith began work
sity,, he received his degree in
Mr. Smith, an editor of FOR- in 1934 as a ,,$70-a-month mesarchitecture from National Met- TUNE MAGAZINE, will speak on senger.
sovion Technical University of "American Business and European
Athens in 1935.
Naturalism: Do We Need a New His first contribution to a magFollowing World War II, Dr. Dox- Corporate Foreign Policy?"
azine "The Young Archaeologist
iadis became Permanent Secretary
A recipient of the Loeb Maga- Finds an Ancient Ring"—netted
of Housing Reconstruction, a posi- zine Award for "distinguished re- him $5. He signed the work with
tion later enlarged to Minister of porting of business and financial a name he found in the Yellow
Development and Coordination.
news," Mr. Smith has been as- Pages, "I didn't think they'd go
"In this capacity he represented sociated with FORTUNE for 18 for exotic Eastern poetry by a
Greece in France, England and years and a member of the ed- man named Smith, but had to conthe United States and headed the itorial board since 1958.
fess when they wrote for by biog(Continued on Page 6)
He attended Duke University, raphy," he relates.
Mr. Smith, a man of varied and
sometimes unorthodox interests,
once built a 21 foot cabin cruiser
in his garage and earlier wrote
the end of his first novel before
the beginning.
The novel was the result of encouragement from his wife to
enter competition for the Knopf
Writhing eurythmics and grue- In the past, fraternity per capita
Literary Fellowship Award. Using
some groveling brought the annual giving has been as high as $20.
Campus Chest drive to its finale
This decline in fraternity giving a short story he wrote in college
for a last chapter, and a 10,000
last Friday evening.
was one of the main reasons for the
word outline, Mr. Smith wonsecond
Although the drive fell short of Drive's failure to meet its goal,
its $6,600 goal by nearly $2000, according to Arnold I. Schwartz- prize, a contract. He finished the
book 18 months later by working
the Finale Itself seemed to be an man '66, chairman of this year's
nights and weekends after his fulloverwhelming success from an drive.
audience polnt-of-view.
Although approximately 75%of the time job with "Think Magazine."
From 1948 to 1950 he served as
Phaedra, an "exotic Near East- student body contributed to the
economic correspondent for TIME
ern dancing import," was the early Chest, only $4,500 was collected.
and FORTUNE in Washington,
hit of the show. The audience with Winners In the Campus Chest
rapt attention watched her perform Raffle included David Downes '67 D.C., later writing about everything, as he puts it, "from proabdominal flexes and pelvic and Sanford Rosenberg '68, who
files on the Sheik of Kuwait to
maneuvers rivalling the best go-go won trips to Florida and Bermuda
take-outs on the states of Alaska
girls. Unsolicited coins flew onto respectively.
and Hawaii."
the stage, as Phaedra continued to
perform happily for an extended
Mr. Smith has written "CorporaThe tug-o-war proved to be a
show.
disappointment for all except Theta tions In Crisis," which was pubBen Triken '66, nearly upstaged Xi, who won four dozen beer glass- lished in 1963 and translated into
Phaedra with an act which won es and the services of five Vassar Japanese. In the book he included
him the Campus Chest Groveller girls to wait on tables. Only three three articles written for FORAward. Eating garbage and swing- groups entered the contest. The TUNE about alleged price-fixing
ing a well-picked chicken carcass Freshmen tuggers drew Alpha Chi by General Electric, Westinghouse
around the stage, he easily topped Rho over to their side with a few and others. The articles were the
Jim Watson '68, who sported a easy pulls, but Theta Xi proved basis of subsequent Kefauver hearings and won the author the Loeb
wigged motorcycle * helmet and a to be a tougher opponent.
toilet seat lettered "PKA".
The rock 'n roll bands and five Award.
The lecture series was estabDelta Psi edged out Alpha Delta "go-go girls" from Hartford ColPhi in the fraternity competition lege for Women rounded out the lished in 1957 by George M. Ferfor highest per capita giving to the evening's entertainment with mu- ris '16, senior partner of Ferris
Chest. The Hall won with an av- sical and choreographic master- and Company of Washington, D.C.
and a life trustee of the College.
pieces.
erage contribution of $6.73.

9

'Fortune Editor to Give
Ferris Finance Lecture

r

Finale
Pictures
See Page 5

$

Total Reaches 4,500
In Campus Chest Drive

David J. Gerber '67 was elected
president of the new Senate in the
only contest in Sunday night's elections.
Others, all elected by acclamation to the executive committee,
are Frederic N. Catoni '67, vicepresident, Keith M. Miles '68,
executive-at-large,
Greig R.
Siedor '67, corresponding secretary, and Lloyd J, Kramer '69,
recording secretary.
Running against Richard M. Ratzan '67, Gerber proclaimed his
platform to be one of promising
nothing but instead of challenging
the entire senate to know and
find out enough about Trinity to
make things work effectively.
Gerb'er called for an" extensive
study of the many aspects of Trinity College student life, stating
his aim to be "making the Senate
become an educational Institution"
in order to gather the necessary
Information to make Trinity abetter college. In addition tousingthe
upcoming Social Evaluation to accurately mirror the Trinity Student, he stated the need for another
academic evaluation of courses.
"We have a right to what courses
we want," Gerber stated.
In addition to courses, he stated
that there was a need for an
evaluation of grading systems In
various departments to alleviate
a sense of injustice. The machinery and reasons behind Faculty
promotions could be another area
for study, he suggested.
The admissions policy of the
College might be_ investigated by
"determining what kind of person
we want and need." Also he suggested a study of why there is
not a greater interest in the Arts
at Trinity, The status and progress of the College might be
determined by measuring the success of a class ten years ago and
comparing this to one of the present.
Gerber further recommended
studies of the College's relationship with the Hartford community
to see how each could benefit more
from the other. Also he called for
an intensive study of Inter-fraternity relationships and the role
of the independents on campus.
A study of other schools might
provide useful information about
their ideas and records.

Gerber stated that he would
change the set-up of the
Senate
to Pinpoint responsibility1* by having individuals working on projects
rather than whole committees. The
executive committee would serve
as the core of a type of cabinet
to screen projects before they were
presented to the Senate to insure
that they would be "well thoughtout."
Gerber also expressed the desire
to establish a formal coordinating
council between the Senate and such
organizations as the Medusa, the
I.F.C., Junior Advisors and Cerberus to insure better communication among these organizations.
He further stated his intent to
write a regular column in the
Tripod.
*
*
*
Members of the 1966-67 Senate
from the class of 1967 are: William Bradbury, Frederic Catoni,
(Continued on Page 8)

Chuck Berry
To Highlight
Junior Front
TwwwaaannngggU! Chuck Berry,
armed with what has been called
"the world's loudest and most
active guitar," will provide nearly
two hours of electric sounds at
the Junior Prom on March 11.
When Elvis was too young to
grow side burns, Chuck Berry
was producing that persistent, vibrant guitar sound which made
such hits as "Johnny B. Goode,"
"Roll Over Beethoven,* and "Nadine."
Berry will present two 4Q-minute shows, and because his forte
is not the waltz, the Prom committee has arranged for a dance
band to entertain in Wean Lounge
for those who prefer a slower
pace.
Tickets will be on sale In Mather
Hall at three dollars apiece, stag
or drag, every day until the Prom.
Tickets for juniors are free.
Refreshments will be served during the evening in the main lounge
adjacent to the Cave. Dress is
semi-formal.

CHUCK BERRY, rock 'n roll artist of "Roll Over Beethoven"
fame will entertain at Junior Prom on March 11.
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'Under Milk Wood9 Not for Stage
by David Bartlerr
A nearly full house at the Austin
Arts Center Tuesday evening witnessed the Kaleidoscope PlayeFs'
unsuccessful attempt to perform
UNDER MILK WOOD by Dylan
Thomas as a stage play.
UNDER MILK WOOD was never
meant tobeperformedonthestage.
Thomas titled It a "play for
voices", and he originally conceived of It as a radio play. It Is
a work which must be heard and
not seen if it is to be successful
because it depends for its effect,
not on the visual presentation of
the actors, but on the ability of
Thomas' rich prose-poetry to capture and control the Imagination of
the audience through Its ears.
The stage acting only detracts from the power of the
playwright's language, and the performances of the Kaleidoscope
company were particularly unsuited to this play.

to evade.
son, regretfully had a voice and
Ben Zeller, the other male memaccent which were completely out
ber of the cast did an excellent
of place in this play.
job as Butcher Beynon, but his
The performance was partially
performance In the crucial role
redeemed by the unforgettable
of Captain Cat left much to be
language of Dylan Thomas which
desired. His portrayal of the blind
no amount of dramatic butchersea captain, who serves as an
ing can allay.
observer of the town's life and
This production of UNDER MILK
an image of its spirit, was flat
WOOD would have been much more
and listless. As a result, much
effective as a dramatic reading.
of the play's message was not
As a play created for the ear,
conveyed to the audience.
UNDER MILK WOOD presents
The best of the female performtremendous difficulties for the
ers was Lee Spelch, whose imcompany attempting to translate
pressions of Mrs. Beynon and
it into the idiom of "visual drama."
Mrs. "Organ" Morgan were hapThe Kaleidoscope Players unforpily realistic. The fourth memtunately were not able to overber of the cast, Marjorle Marcome them all.

'Cosi Fan Tutte' by Mozart
To Be Performed inGoodwin .ji|§

Mozart's comic opera "Cosl Fan
will be presented in the
The two men and two women who Tutte"
Goodwin Theatre on Sunday eveplayed the 60 parts in UNDER MILK ning
at 8:15. The opera which will
WOOD all spoke their lines too be performed
in English with a
rapidly. Much of the spirit, and not
by Ruth and Thomas
a few of the lines, of the play were translation
will be given,with full
lost in the rapid-fire delivery em- Martin,
costumes and scenery. The singployed by all four members of the ers
will be accompanied by a
cast. Likewise, the casual costuming and skimpy stage settings dis- piano.
tracted the viewer and made him
"Cosi Fan Tutte" or "That's the
wonder whether he was seeing a Way They Are" was first perplay at all.
formed in Vienna on January 26,
The few props used were lost on 1790, a year before Mozart's death
the vast Goodwin stage, and the at the age of thirty-five. The words
lighting was too weak to achieve of "Cosi" were written by the
the effects that were being at- composer's finest Italian librettempted, except at the very end tist, Lorenzo Da Ponte, who endof the play.
ed his life in the United States
The acting varied in quality from as a professor of Italian
at
good to totally Inadequate. Bill Columbia University.
Fegan, the producer, was un- The opera, as most such works
questionably the best of the cast of the period, has an elaborate
with his imaginative performances plot, but its principal object is
as the love-struck tailor, Mr. Mog to entertain. For this reason, many
Edwards and the would-be wife of the solos which do not spepoisoner, Mr. Pugh. Mr. Pegan cifically enhance the plot have
was able to capture the serio- been omitted.
comic spirit of the play which
The opera tells the story of a
the other performers seemed cynical old philosopher who at-

tempts to show two young officers that their fiancees are not
to be trusted. The philosopher,
Don Alphonso, Incorporates several schemes into a plan to prove
the young ladies unfaithful.
The singers for this opera will be
from the Metropolitan Opera Stud- "WESLEYAN GRAND OLD 26-String Band," one of the many
io, a group praised for their per- groups at the Collegiate Sound concert on Saturday, March 12.
formances across the country.
Also included w i l l be the Trinity " P i p e s . "
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WASHINGTON DINER, Inc.
Newest and Finest in New England

1.
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6.

ORANGE JUICE
2 Eggs
Hash Brown Potatoes
Toast, Coffee

ORANGE JUICE
Ham, Bacon or Sausage
2 Eggs, Potatoes, Toast
Coffee

SSc

99c

BREADED VEAL CUTLET WITH SPAGHETTI
HALF ROAST SPRING CHICKENS
SPAGHETTI AND MEAT BALLS
ROAST STUFFED NATIVE TURKEY
OPEN HOT ROAST BEEF OR H A M SANDWICH
BROILED PORK CHOPS, APPLE SAUCE
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FOR 750 MORE — SHRIMP COCKTAIL, SOUP, DESSERT,
CHEF'S SALAD AND COFFEE SERVED WITH ABOVE
175 WASHINGTON STREET, NEAR PARK
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Schedule of Prices
And Performances
Mats.: Wed - Sat - Sun
A t 2:30 pm
Students $1 Adults 1.50
Eves. 8 pm Except Sat.
Stud. 1.25-Adults 1.50

2 Shows Sat. Eve
6 pm
Stud. 1.25-Adults 1.50
9 pm
Stud. 1.50-Adults 2.00
Group Rates Available

A B-.H.E. PRODUCTION
M.S0 STARRING

MAGGIE SMITH -JOYCE REDMAN«iFRANK FINLAY
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Collegiate Sound to Appear
At Bushnell; 'Pipes,9 Others
THE COLLEGIATE SOUND r e turns to the Bushnell Memorial
oa Saturday, March 12. Standing
** room only crowds of 3,400 in
the past have made this the largest musical festival of its kind
anywhere.
THE COLLEGIATE
SOUND
brings together the top collegiate
singing groups of the 1965-66
season in a professional two and
one-half hour concert. Featured
in the program will be: The Yale
Whiffenpoofs,
The Vassar GStrlngers, The Trinity Pipes, The
Wesleyan Grand Old 26-String
Band, The Mount Holyoke V-8's,
The Amherst Zumbyes, The
Wheaton Wheatones, The Cornell
Sherwoods, The Williams Ephlats,
and The Haverford-Bryn Mawr
Monks and Sinners.
THE COLLEGIATE SOUND has
won acclaims with both audience
and critics. It has been televised,
recorded, and presented in Carnegie Hall, and CUE MAGAZINE
has repeatedly dubbed it "first
rate entertainment." Allen Widem,
Amusement Editor of THE HARTFORD TIMES has called it one
of the most "ambitious and exciting" concerts of the Bushnell

season. THE HARTFORD COURANT categorized last year's performance as "brilliant in concept
and stunning in scope."
The performing groups are composed of undergraduates. Their
repertoires include folk, jazz, traditional college songs, novelties,
satire, and rock and roll parodies.
In doing 12 to 15 minutes of their
best material, THE COLLEGIATE
SOUND is' assured of a dynamic
'nd fast moving performance. For
the audience, it becomes a rare
and nostalgic insight into the creative and exciting world that is the
American college campus today.
Tickets "for THE COLLEGIATE
SOUND are available at the Bushnell Memorial Box Office. Reserved Seats: $3.00, $2.75, $2.50,
and $2.00. Mailorders: Make check
payable and mail to Bushnell Memorial Box Office, Hartford, Connecticut. Enclose a stamped, selfaddressed envelope. Tickets will
also be available at Savitt's Jewelers, Hartford, and Allen Collins Clothiers, South Main Street,
West Hartford.
Tickets will also be available at
Mather Hall.
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'Suddenly Last Summer9 Portrayed
With Passion at Image Playhouse
SUDDENLY LAST SUMMER, now
playing at the Image Playhouse,
tells a dramatic tale of insanity,
homosexuality, and cannibalism.
Tennessee Williams' vision of the
perverted state of mankind and of
the demonic God which watches
over man is developed with precision and passion.
Violet Venable provides a picture of the indominatable "grande
dame" of the decaying South. She
is possessed by a Jocasta complex
which ruins her son, Sebastian,
and herself. Milli Silvestri powerfully portrays this deluded woman
who, when she can no longer escape the truth that her son was a
homosexual, attacked and eaten by
beggar children on the coast of
Spain, crosses the thin line she.
has been treading between sanity
and madness.
Her niece Cathy, who witnessed
the death of her cousin, has
long been committed to a mental
institution for refusing to change
the terrible account of Sebastian's
death. Violet wished to have a

frontal lobotomy performed on
Cathy so that she will no longer
sully Sebastian's reputation. This
aspect of the play is largely autobiographical, as Williams', sister
was subjected to such an operation, for which Williams' was always bitter.
Polly Updegraffe clearly delineates the anguish, sorrow, and fear
of Cathy, who realizes that if she
continues to tell her story, she
may have a frontal lobotomy, and
she and her family will be cut
out of Sebastian's will by Violet.

rises from her wheelchair, imagining that the doctor is her
dead son.
The play is carefully woven together by the comparison of the
Spanish beggar children, "the flock
of featherless little black sparrows," who devour Sebastian, and
Violet's description early in the
play of black carnivorous birds
devouring the sea-turtles of the
Encantadas.

The only point at which the tension lags is in the fourth scene
Cathy's mother, Mrs. Holly, is where the phallic imagery is so
well played by Jane Chamay. Her obvious that it becomes humorous.
brother George is poorly portrayed Miss Updegraff's powerful perby Peter B-Jarkman. B-Jarkman'8 formance prevents a serious letstylized gesturing reminds one of down however,
Richard Dix and his contemporaries in the films Of the 1920's. SUDDENLY LAST SUMMER Will
The ending of the play has been be playing at the Image Playhouse
effectively rewritten by Robert through the last weekend in March.
M. Lewis, producer-designer of Espresso is served after the perthe Image Playhouse. Rather, than formance and the actors are on
becoming violent at the end of hand to speak with members of the
the play, Mrs. Venable quietly audience. Student prices are $1.50.

::

Jesters to Play I f
Comedy, *U. S. Al i
John Dos Passos'panoramic view
of America, "U.S.A.," will come to
live Thursday, Friday and Saturday, when the Jesters perform the
comedy in the Goodwin Theater
at 8:15 p.m.
Adapted by Paul Schyre, "U.S.A."
is a sweeping cavalcade of the
United States in the first 30 years
of this century.
Mr. Shyre has selected the "typical" American success story of
J. Ward Moorehouse and shows
how Moorehouse, born appropri- KM
ately on July Fourth, becomes a
leading public relations counsel
*ln a series of satiric scenes. ¥#:
He becomes a "success" by
marrying a rich woman and forges
ruthlessly ahead to make himself
a national Institution through his
own initiative and aggressiveness.
Interwoven with the Moorehouse
story are the Newsreel, Camera
Eye, and Biography, devices Dos
Passos employed so brilliantly
to give scope and historical authenticity to his novel.
Rudolph Valentino, Eugene Debs,
Henry Ford and Isadora Duncan
are among the persons whose lives
Dos Passos uses to evoke nostalgic memories of the glittering
first part of the century.
Performers for "USA" are Elizabeth Disney of The Hartford
Courant; Susan Kennedy, Plain; ville Interior decorator; Hattie
Sitnick, student at Hartford College for Women, and three Trinity students — Michael Karp '69;
Michael Powel '68: and Thomas
Kelley '66.
; Enid Rosenthal of Hartford College for Women, is arranging the
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The "in" thing to do
is catch Olds 88 Swing Fever.
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I box office.
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V ^ C U C C n • You're now a candidate for an Olds 88, one of the

most formidable machines ever to touch rubber to road! Delta, Dynamic and Jetstar 88—-eleven
Toronado-inspired models in all—ready to rocket you into spring. Each comes on with standard
safety items like windshield washers, back-up lights, more! So buckle up (seat belts are standard, too) and take the cure! At your Oldsmobile Dealer's! LOOK TO OLDS FOR THE NEW!
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IN'66
...in a Rocket Action Car/
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Co-Education
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To the Editor:

Frustrated
Since the opening of the Austin Arts Center last
spring the Goodwin Theater has been used for countless
lectures, a number of concerts, a few plays, and a variety
of other entertainments. There seems to be only one use
for which the theater has not been used, and that is education.
Hundreds of people have been shown through the
theater, the glories of the beautifully designed performing
area have been endlessly extolled, and it is generally agreed
that Trinity has one of the best collegiate theaters in New
England. However, with all this we have no program, much
less a curricular department, which offers students an opportunity to learn to use the theater.
Austin Center cost millions to build, but once it was
built the College did very little, and continues to do very
little, to support the work of the Center. The present operating budget is infimtestimal, and the staff connected with
the theater is even smaller. Only now is the College even
hiring a technician who knows how to use the theater's
expensive equipment.
Here is an area in which the College can use increased
tuition for faculty purposes and student services combined.
The Center needs more than a technician; it needs a drama
faculty of at least one or two, in addition to Professor
Nichols who has his hands full just running the Center.
We need a drama faculty at least as good as our music and
fine arts faculties, and we need it now.
Professor Nichols has said that the Center, especially
the theater, will not be able to be fully used for another
five or ten years, and that in the meantime some students
are going to feel "frustrated." Most students cannot wait
ten years; we are only here for four.
We have the facilities, we have more than enough
interested, even "frustrated" students, and there seems
to be no good reason why we should not have a faculty.
Drama must be a part of the curriculum and it must be included soon or our great theater is not going to be of much
interest to anyone.

Last week I received a form letter from the Board of Fellows asking for comments on the future of
Trinity College. One of the comments I made Is a favorite one
of mine: admit women as soon as
possible.
Discounting the Ivy League colleges with women's divisions, we
would be the first private men's
college (of "quality") In New
England to do this and would thereby create a unique institution for
an area extending from north Jersey to Boston and west.
I have heard, read, and propounded many excellent reasons
for permitting women undergraduates to study during the regular session at Trinity, but I have
never heard a single cogent objection to the proposal.
In February 1964 thirteen members of the faculty and administration were interviewed for a
TRIPOD article on co-education.
Of those persons no one was against
co-education for Trinity, and ten
were In favor of it, including Deans
Vogel and Lacy. In my own spot
checks of the faculty over the
years I have found enthusiastic
support.
All of this must mean something, and I suggest that now Is
the time to Initiate some action.
Donald D. Hook
Assistant Professor of
Modern Languages

Objectionable
To the Editor:

•<-••-'

I find inherently objectionable a
system which compels me to vote
for persons I do not know, or even
those candidates I do not want to
see in office. There can be no
reasonable justification for this
method of Senate elections.
The TRIPOD wishes to congratulate the newly elected
I did not vote In the recent SenSenate and their officers. We hope that under the capable ate election because to have voted
leadership of President Gerber they will be able to deal for the eight or nine persons that
effectively with student concerns and, just as important, I would like to have seen Installed
will be able to maintain necessary student body relation- as Senators I would have been
forced to vote for three or four
sh ips with the faculty and administration.
more persons that I considered
We welcome President Gerber's offer to become unqualified to hold Senate offices
"second standby editor," and heartily support his program (as is certainly my prerogative as
to • promote a well-informed, knowledgable student gov-. a voter In ANY system), or that I
ernment. We promise to continue our policy of constructive just did not know well enough to
criticism of the Senate and to attempt to keep the student warrant my casting a vote for them.
If I want only a certain group of
body well-informed about all Senate activities.
my classmates to represent me,
why must I vote for those I don't
want? Why couldn't I have voted
for eight, and merely discounted
four of my votes?
In a civil election, no one need
vote for any specific number of
candidates. Voting for one Selectman, say, in.a Board of five, does
not require voting for the complementary four others. Why
should our elections be any difEXECUTIVE BOARD
ferent?
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(Ed. note —• Mr. Rosenberg is
right: Senate Election Pro. cedureas set out in that body's
constitution is unjustifiable
and unfair to the voters. The
only reason which the Senate
has been able to give for such
a system is that, if everyone
voted for the same four men,
andonly those four, wewouldn't
be able to fill all the Senate
seats with Senators. However,
this is an absurd reason.
Voters have a right to vote
for whomever they please and
if they are forced to vote for
candidates they do not want in

the Senate they cannot do this.
If it should happen that only
four or five men were elected
out of a certain class (a possibility, but not a very good
one) even this would be a better indication of the student
vote than the present system.
If students do not wish to
exercise the privilege of voting for the maximum number of
candidates, they should at
least be allowed to vote for
those they think best qualified.
We call on the newly-elected
Senate to consider a constitutional amendment which would
rectify the present election
procedure.)

'Quality Periodicals1

is,

To the Editor:
I just want to record my official
congratulations to the College
Bookstore for the addition of
TEEN'S TOP TEN to an already
gargantuan selection of quality
periodicals. I think we can now
all be certain that they mean business down there.
Robert M. Greenfield '69
(Ed. note — Mr. Greenfield's
letter was communicated to
the! TRIPOD on toilet paper
and was headed with "I mean
it!" We believe that he does,
and, further, that he is right.
If TEEN'S TOP TEN is acceptable now, STAG ONLY
and THE NATIONAL ENQUIRER may not be far away.
The Bookstore says they only
sellwhat the distributor stocks
on the rack.)

executive, or even clerical, position with the administration? Has
none ever applied and, if not,
why not? If it were freely offered, are there many Negro educators In the United States who
would not eagerly accept a teaching post, with all its attendant
advantages and status, here at
Trinity? It is highly doubtful that
any effort at all has been made to
reach such people, much less attract and employ them.
Perhaps it will not be too much
longer before the College determines to follow the example it has
set for itself but has failed to
implement except in so far as it
affects others. Continuation of its
present policy can lead only to
well-founded charges of hypocrisy,
(Ed. note - the TRIPOD withholds the name of the Junior
who wrote the above letter,
at his own request. Although
the writer's facts are probably correct, we doubt whether
the "well founded charges of
hypocrisy" are valid. We invite the Dean of the College
and the Personnel Office to
reply in these columns, for
there must be some reason for
this supposed "racial imbalance.")
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Battle of Statistics
To the Editor:

I wish most Trinity students were
as fortunate as T. sMth would
have them believe. Numbers can
often be effective on paper, but
they can also be used to the ad- •
vantage of both sides.
Consider Biology 304, a senior
course with 40, Psychology 404,
a seminar with 24, or perhaps
History 318, a course In which
a junior history major supposedly
studying an area of specialization
Shares a crowded classroom with
99 others three times a week,
has a reader mark his two hour
tests, and experiences, a facultyTo the Editor;
student relationship in which any
type of contact or exchange is limThroughout the last dozen years, ited to a frightful minimum. Is
the civil rights movement has had this quality educatioa?
surprising success in previously
I can cite numerous examples
untouchable areas. Trinity's ad- but obviously a running battle of
missions policy is a good example statistics won't bring about the
of this; we have advanced from the desired improvements. There is
concept of "a Negro a year a problem, Mr. Smith. I seriously
keeps the pickets from here" to think it merits a second look.
a more liberal, out-reaching "open door" program.
George M. Boyd '66
There are, however,' two major
segments of the College commun- (Ed. note — There has been
ity that have remained completely some questioning lately of
unaffected by that trend. This is
all the more surprising when one the value of judging the qualconsiders that the first, the fac- ity of education by the size
ulty, constantly takes pride In its of classes. Certainly, some
enlightened liberalism, with many classes are drastically efof its members assuming a leading role in Individual progressive fected when the enrollment incauses. The second group, the ad- creases by only a few. Other
ministration, Is directed by the courses,
primarily lecture
very same men who have here- courses, are very seldom eftofore bemoaned, and acted to
remedy, the obvious racial im- fected by even a major increase in size. Certainly the
balance of the student body.
Thus, it Is rather strange that, first two courses mentioned by
of the 143 members of the fac- Mr. Boyd belong, regretably,
ulty listed in the current Trin- to the former type of course.
ity College Bulletin, not one is
a Negro; stranger still is the similar character of the administration's 122 executives, clerks, and
general staff. There are, to be To the Editor:
sure, some Negro janitors and
Although I am not a member
kitchen workers, and there may
be some Negro maintenance men; of the Students for a Democratic
but surely those few neither ex- Society, I do suffer from the sohaust nor fairly represent the ealled "Liberal Paranoia." I wish
potential contribution of the Negro to explain, however, some of the
community to Trinity College.
reasons for my condition. Three
Is it possible that there are no primary reasons why I am against
Negroes capable of filling an
(Continued on page 6)
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Text of Former Senate President .Evaris' Outgoing Speech

Vietnam,

(Continued from page 4)
Thus the obvious benefits ac- Senate has accomplished a great
Once again the last weekend in the College Senate, proud that you
the war In Vietnam are that our February heralds the election of are a Senator chosen by the stu- cruing _from the dormitory hour_ deal this year. Many of our dipurposes or objectives In being a new executive committee by the dent body to represent their points extension or the legislation, which rections and goals of one year
there are dubious,, misleading, and hew Senate. Once again enthusiasm of view. Without pride you will positively affected student's drink- ago have been realized, and many
contradictory, that the people of from and for the newly-elects per- lack cohesion, and any influence Ing interests were heartily ac- of the precedents we have set,
South Vietnam should govern their vades the atmosphere and acts you may have had will be lost cepted and praised without ser- for example the meetings of stuown country, and that the contin- as catalyst for hopes of dynamic in the apathy of internal self- ious question. I do not mean, of dent representatives with the
uation and escalation of the war leadership to come. Once again the censure. Any confidence you may course, to negate valid criticism. President of the College on a
is dangerous to the peace and platforms presented here tonight have inspired will be lost to your I only mean to ask for a more monthly basis, I would heartily
security of the world.
indicate an idealistic confidence seeming lack of direction. The din responsible and less antagonistic recommend be continued.
May I thank and congratulate
To answer sortie of Count Bar- In the Senate and what it can do, of "do nothing Senate" will be- approach to Senate Initiated prothe 1965-1966 Trinity College Senrante's questions, I must first as they did one year ago, and two, come deafening, and perhaps right- posals.
ate for, and I think you will all
know what he means by free and three. Once again the form- fully so.
May I also address a few com- •agree, a most meaningful and proelections. In the United States less entity known as the Senate At this junction in my speech
is it necessary for Communists seems to take a definite shape and may I also address a few com- ments to the administration. I am ductive year.
to cease being Communists or direction.
ments to the student body. At no sorry to see that they are not
Republicans to no longer be Re- The cries of "rubber stamp" die time in my term of office have represented here tonight. First,
publicans In order that there be down for a moment, lest they I been more painfully aware of may I mention the often broached
free elections? Yes, if the Com- drown out some new Ideas. In the the lack of student support to question of the College policy to
(Continued from page 1)
munists did win an election in lull you take time to gather forces
proposals than in the last delineate responsibility to stuVietnam, there would be an end and redefine yourself. But gentle- Senate
dents
with
no
parallel
delineation
Greek
delegation at the Grecothree weeks. The Senate must
to democracy. But what democ- men, I assure you, the criticisms do
ot authority. When we officially Italian War Reparations Agreesome
things
on
Its
own.
By
racy? The one that existed there will start again. Those criticizing
censure you for overturning our ment in 1949.
In 1956, or perhaps the democ- most will be the most destruc- this I mean that at some point decisions you apologize profusely, He was responsible for handling
racy the South Vietnamese enjoy tive in their methods and the most in a Senate's career it becomes but without the added provision all U.S. aid to Greece under the
all too obvious that the only per' today?
narrow-minded in their views. sons sincerely Interested In the that it will not happen In the fu- Marshall Plan and supervised the
Voting is a step towards estab- Those with discretion will prove Senate are the Senators them- ture. We present you with pro- reestabllshment of 3,000 villages
posals in which we define our and the construction of 200,000
lishing a democracy (as we use helpful to the Senate as they al- selves.
reasons for doing so. But in all houses.
the term today), but that does not ways have in the past. But you
necessarily imply a democracy must not play favorites to types A project such as the Senate too many cases these are filed Dr. Doxiadis whose most recent
Social Evaluation was launched, away and no action is taken until books are OUR CAPITAL AND ITS
exists. Look at the USSR, for ex- of criticism.
Confronting both, the Senate must a project which is controversial we pester you enough for answers. FUTURE and ARCHITECTURE, IN
ample. Even If Ho CM Minn held
periodical elections, are the peo- remain receptive; for a repre- to say the least. It was not be- You, In turn, ask us for a clear- TRANSITION, says "a city Is never
ple any freer by having the privi- sentative organization which be- fore lengthy Senate debate and er definition of student govern- a static monument. It is dynamic,
lege of voting a one party ballot comes so autonomous and self- close consideration of long range ment. I would now ask you to living organism, being born, growthan by having no vote at all? oriented that It will not heed the implications that this proposal was help us by defining yourselves ing, decaying, dying, perhaps
Moreover, because I am paranoid, cries for change, will soon wallow approved. But unfortunately many and your relationship to us. For growing again."
I find It difficult to understand why in Its own problems and accom- students have not taken time to the administration appears too of- He says man "has been displaced
the lack of free elections in Am- plish nothing. Receptivity to criti- consider Its long range benefits. ten to be an amorphous bureauc- by the motorcar. We must not conerica during the Revolution or In cism and the accompanying diver- Some have, but too many have racy instead of a meaningful ser- cede to the machine the rights and
Britain during WWII should justify sity of thought is, however, but not. They have become suspi- vice to the dialogue between stu- privileges of a tyrant, letting it
the lack of free elections in Viet- half of the character necessary cious and questioned the Senate's dents and faculty.
dictate our mode of life. The manam since the mid 1950's. I do not ' for success. You must stand unit- motives for doing something on
In closing let me ask that my Chine we created must again beremember the existence of any na- ed. You must stand united in the Its own which only indirectly af- criticisms be taken in a con- come our slave and serve us
tional offices to which Americans pride that you are a member of fects student welfare.
structive sense. I do feel that the slavishly."
could be elected during the time of
the Revolution. Britain has elections every five years or whenever the government needs a vote
of confidence, and during WWII
she had a coalition government.
Different circumstances existed
190 years ago or even 25 years
ago In the different cultures..
I accept James McGreggor Burn's
conditions for a democracy, but
I don't think it is the Liberal goal
to "democratize the world." How
•can we Americans, proponents of
democratic ideals, force those
ideals on others. One doesn't
Christianize the pagans by torture or suppression, at least without undermining Christianity, but
persuade them by example, living
according to those religious precepts. Hence one does not democratize as such, for then we are
no less aggressors than the Communist Chinese. And if we Americans were so interested in South
Vietnam's becoming a democracy
rather that In its not becoming
Communist, then why did we not
take the initiative long before now
to cure some of South Vietnam's
social ills. Surely J. M. Burns
was not the only one who knew
the prerequisites for a democracy!
Ths situation in Veitnam is much'
too complex and speculative for
it to be dealt with In such short
articles as in the Barrante article
or In this one. Nevertheless, I
think we run a far greater risk by
the escalation of the war than by the
communist takeover of South Vietnam. I cannot, moreover, see the
victory of democratic principles
either here or abroad had the United States conquered the world
Meet a group of young Boston bankers. They are executives of.
after World War II, a suggesThe First National Bank of Boston, New England's oldest and largest.
tion made by some of my "conThey're men on the move...sharp, talented, aggressive and making
servative" friends. Nor am I able
a good place in the business.
to understand why I should prefer
a Hitler over a Stalin. Lastly, I
A short time ago they were doing some soul-searching, too. "Graduation, and then what?"
disagree vehemently with the fallacious contention that totalitarQuite honestly many of these men never thought about banking. One
ianism is a greater hell than war.
of them majored to Spanish—he's now a credit man with our South
The products of war are man's
: American operation where the language comes in handy. Another
most heinous achievements, made
studied Geography and Geology; today, he's ah Operations Officer in
more diabolical in a psychologiour highly specialized electronic data processing complex.
cally sick, morally corrupt, and
At The FIRST,, we look for diverse educational backgrounds Spescientifically progressive society.
cifically, we want men of flexibility who can meet the demands of unIf democracy is true or the best
usual and challenging situations.
.
political system, then it will enIf you are looking toward a career in a growth business, take a good
dure, as long as we who are Its
hard look at The FIRST. We have the opportunitles...we'U even make a
advocates do not undermine our
position for the right man.
own freedom. Abuse of democratic
One of our Personnel officers will be on campus Thursday, March
Ideals can be detrimental to the
10th, We suggest that you contact your Placement Bureau to set up
very existence of mankind.
an interview. If you'd like to get a headstart, write to bur Mr Emory
Mower, The First National Bank of Boston, 67 Milk Street, Boston
He'll be glad to send you a special booklet about working at The FIRST*

Doxiadis...

Alan Winter
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Williston Takes
3rd Swim Title
Williston Academy easily splashed past next best Deerfield to
capture the Trinity Prep School
Swimming Championships for the
third straight year Saturday at
Trowbridge Pool.
The Easthampton boys grabbed
six of the eleven events in compiling 79.5 points to Deerfield's
65. Hotchkiss had 21, Mount Hermon, 145, and Trinity-Pawling
tied Worcester with 14.
Al Ackerman slashed two meet
and pool records to spearhead
the Williston attack. He chugged
through the 400-yard freestyle in
4:04,8, beating the previous mark
by 8.9 seconds. An hour later
he captured the 200-yard individual
medley in 2;10.2.
Ross Prossner, another Williston swimmer, took the meet record
for the 100-yard backstroke in
57.0. Trinity's Bill Bacon, a sophomore, holds the pool record at
56.4.
In an intermission designed to
give the competitors a rest, Trinity put on an exhibition freestyle
relay which sliced ten seconds off
the pool record with a 3:23.0. Bill
Bacon, Duff Tyler and freshmen
Mike Wright and Lang Tyler made
up the foursome.

Belfiore, Team Smash Point Totals
As Bantams Coast to 2 More Wins
Trinity's basketball team posted
wins over R.P.I. 84-72, and Coast
Guard, 112-95, to bring their season mark to 17-3, the most wins
in a season for any Trin squad.
Against Coast Guard Thursday
all records seemed to be smashed
as Jim Beifiore placed himself
undlsputedly in the number one
position of all Trinity basketball
players. At the half, "Belf' had
22 points to his credit, and then
the squad decided to give Jim a
shot at the record.
The hot hand of the Trin forward could not miss, and he left
the game with 47 points and 4:30
showing on the clock. Along with
the scoring record, Belf also set
MR. POINTS -- In two games
last week Jim Beifiore scored
71 points to lead the Bantams
to a pair of victories. The bulk
of Belfiore's total came in the
Coast Guard game, when he
broke a 12 year old varsity
scoring record with 47 points.
(Hatch Photo)

Fencers Await
6
'New Emglands'

With a slashing 15-12 victory
over Brooklyn College, the Trinity fencing team brought to a
close Its 1965-66 regular season.
The Bantams will participate In the
New England Championships next
Saturday sporting a 6-2 record.
Hoping to repeat again this year
as number one in the area, the
swordsmen will find their toughest competition as always in M.I. T.
and Harvard, the only teams to
defeat them this season.
Coach Ken Schaler's men, however, seem to have an edge In
this tournament riding a four match
Since the team only sends
meet with Wesleyan this Frlday- streak.
Its top two men in each weapon,
before. the New England finals on Trinity's lack of depth will be no
March 10, 11, and 12.
problem. Most important though
In their last away meet also, the Is the rapid development made
Trinity freshmen swimmers dom- by both the foil and epee teams.
inated Union, 65-30, to raise their Against Brooklyn they went 5-4
record to 5-3. A week ago Satur- and 6-3 respectively, while the
day they sunk Trinity-Pawling at sabre team received its first defeat of the season 4-5.
Trowbridge Pool.
All members of the epee squad,
Divers Haldy Gifford. and Rick Mide McLean, Ken Button, and
Blesel took first and second against Wilson Kury, had 2-1 days; in
foil captain Leif Melchlor was the
Trinity-Pawling in an upset.
The one-two finish of Jeff Vo- only member to gain two victories.
gelgesang and Bob Geer in the FoUrnen Jeff Dupree, Rick Kuehn,
100-yard
backstroke
against and Rod Wood,, however, all addUnion, along with victories by ed one tally to the total. In sabre,
Lang Tyler (50-free, 100-fly, free Harry Wood led the way with a
relay), Mike Wright (medley re- 2-1 performance.
lay, 100-free, free relay), and Vo- The team's form this Saturday
gelgesang (medley relay, 200- will determine whether they reindividual
medley, 100-back- ceive any bid for the Nationals.
stroke) easily pushed the Bantams Last year captain Tom Taylor
onto the heavy side of the score- fenced creditably in the Detroit
board.
tournament for Trinity.

Swimmers Lose,
Log Plunges to 5-4
In their last away meet of the
season the Bantam swimmers fell
prey to a spirited Union squad,
31-64. It was the fourth straight
loss for the Trin tankers who began the season with five straight
victories.
Bill Bacon's victory in the 200yard freestyle and Duff Tyler's
two - 50-yard free and 100-yard
free - marked the only individual
victories for the Bantams. A freestyle relay team of Bill Roth,
Bacon, Jim Payne and Tyler
brought home the only other first
place points.
Bob Slaughter's Bantam boys have
one more dual contest - a home

Squash Ends
Season at 3-6
Trinity's squash team ended the
season last Wednesday with a 9-0
loss to Amherst to make their
record 3-6.
This Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, the fourth, fifth, and sixth
of March, the Squash Racquet Intercollegiate Championships will
be held at Annapolis. Coach Roy
Dath will send Dunham, Moonves,
Crile, and George Andrews to represent Trin.
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marks for field goals in one game,
21, as well as adding to his unsurpassed season and career total.
The teams score of 112 points
for the game set the field house
standard} at the same time, the
Bantam's lack of defense, enabled
the Coasties to register 95 points.
The combined total of 207 points
is also a new record.
While intent upon feeding Belf
during the second half, the rest
of the Bantam squad often passed
up shots, keeping their individual
scores low. Ed Landes netted 18,
while the normally high-scoring
forward, Don Overbeck, and guard
Mike Hickey, scored only 13 and
10 respectively.
Three high-scoring Bantams
spelled victory this Saturday night
for Trinity, 84-72, over R.P.I.
Ed Landes, Jim Beifiore, and Don
Overbeck collected 25, 24, and 20
points respectively.
Landes tallied six points in the
game's first five minutes, as Trinity quickly took the lead, 12-4.
A tight zone defense and the teamwork of Overbeck, Landes, and
Beifiore extended the Bantam advantage to 19-9 at the 12 minute
mark.
Long cross-court passes, tight
defense, and cold shooting prevented either side from changing
the score's margin, and with two
minutes remaining in the first half,
it still stood In Trinity's favor,
35-25.
However, a last minute burst
changed the game's pattern, as
five consecutive points by Landes
and a basket by Beifiore raised the
Bantam's edge to 42-27.
The second half began with a
flurry In the Engineer's favor,
as they cut the Trin lead by four
after the first minute of play.
But tip-Ins by Landes and Overbeck and four straight points by
Ted Zillmer re-built the Bantam

advantage to 52-37 after six minutes of play.
The Trinity "Five" then amassed
10 consecutive points to extend
their lead to 63-41 and put the
game out of reach for R.P.I.
Next Wednesday night, the Bantams end their season against
Wesleyan in Middletown. But no
matter what the outcome of this
game Is, Trinity will not go to the
NCAA Small College Tournament.
AIC, Northeastern, Assumption,
and Springfield have been chosen
as New England's four representatives.

Rutgers Wins
Over Icemen
In a sudden death overtime, ffie
Rutgers hockey team scored its
fourth goal to defeat the Trinity
squad, 4-3, Saturday night. The
tally put the visitors ahead for
the first time In the game and
handed the Bantams their second
loss In seven contests.
The Rutgers club is a good tough
unit that was outplayed most of
the game, being outshot 31-27.
Coach Bill Berry's stickmen
played their best first period of
the year and went ahead 2-1,
as Paul Bushueff and Pete Johnson tallied.
In the second and third periods, .
the Bantams pressed the goal hard
but Vic Sulkowski was the only
one to score while the Scarlet
hit the net twice,
It took some three to four minutes of the sudden death overtime for the Jerseyites to find
the mark.
Trin has their final two meets
of the season this week, when
they go against Amherst Wednesday at home and then travel to
the Boston arena Saturday to face
Babson,

COLLEGE VIEW SERVICE
360 New Britain Ave.
(Just West of Summit St. Gate)
Offering Mobil Products
Complete Automotive Service
Free Pickup & Delivery Service
7 a.m. - 10 p.m. Weekdays • 8 a.m. - 10 p.m. Sundays
249-3212

HAIRCUTS
TOMMY'S

Continuous From 6:30
Action and Suspense!

Central Theatre
West Hartford
Center

BARBER SHOP

Prudemial's me piece io do if. If you want to
start a rewarding lifetime career, that is.
Prudential is looking for graduates who want
to go places, We have important'eareer
openings for the right persons in all phases
of our operations—technical, administrative, sales.
And once you get started at Prudential, you
can keep right on going. There's room at the
top if you've gor.whqt it takes.

105 NEW BRITAIN AVE.;
NEAR BROAD STREET
1-MINUTE WALK FROM
FIELD HOUSE
Licensed Barber and
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Certified Hair Stylist.
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Plus Louis Armstrong "Disneyland After Dark"

You wanna start something? Sign UD at
your Placement Office for a date ...••''}"""•>•.
to talk to the Prudentialrecruiter. -' '--'•"-•• "He'll be on your campus on
March 14th,1966. ..

THE PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA
an equal opportunity employer
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Williams Traces Disillusionment of
Expatriot Chinese with Red Policy
"The overseas Chinese In Southeast Asia have become disillusioned about their Communist controlled homeland," stated Dr. Lea
Williams of Brown University lecturing on "The Assimilation of
the Overseas Chinese In Southeast Asia."
He went on to say In his address Thursday evening in Wean
Lounge that "they have lost their
cultural identity with mainland
China and their political views
are only remotely attached to
Maoist doctrine."
Professor Williams, an expert
In Southeast Asian affairs, pointed
out that the fifteen million expatriot Chinese make up about
6% of the total Southeast Asian
population. They are largely urbanized but are by no means a
monolithic force; at present their
assimilation into alien societies is
only partial.
Williams cited the mass emigration of Chinese prior to World
War II but emphasized that depression, war, and the Communist
takeover in 1949 had severely curtailed the flow from China. Still,

the new generations born outside
of China maintained fervent interest In their homeland; the continued attachment was evident in
two respects:
First, driven by the hopes of
their parents overseas Chinese
youngsters often returned to China
for higher education. But students
returning to Southeast Asia with
vocational rather than professional
training have been disillusioned
with China. Furthermore, Southeast Asian governments hindered
this exchange for fear of subversive tendencies that might be
fostered In the returning youths.
Second, overseas Chinese continued forwarding part of their
wages and savings back to China
in the form of remittances with
the hope that relatives would be
the beneficiaries. Under the Red
government this Is no longer the
case; In fact, threats of reprisal
on relatives were issued if remittances were undelivered.
Disenchantment on these two
points plus restraints on contacts
with the homeland by Southeast
Asian governments forced the ex-

patriated Chinese to reorient their
attitudes and purposes toward their
alien environments.
As a result, overseas Chinese
enjoy a relatively prominent position in Southeast Asian social

structures.
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(Continued from Page 1)
William Fox, David Gerber, David
Halght, Peter Heller, John Honlss,
Penn Hughes, Lynn Kirkby, James
Oliver, Thomas Pastore, William
Pastore, Richard Ratzan, Charles
Sanders, Grelg Siedor, and Michael
Weinberg.
Members of the Senate from the
class of 1968 include: Donald Barlow, Stuart Bluestone, David Chanin, Samuel Elkln, Daniel Goldberg,
Terry Jones, Stanley Kosloski,
Keith Miles, Douglas Morrlll, Lawrence Roberts, Sheldon
Tilney, and Richard Welngarten.
Senators from the class of 1969
are: Michael Beauty man, Michael
Cleary, Joseph Hessenthaler, Robert Kehoe, Lloyd Kramer, Tan
Platt, Barry Sheckley, and Dan
Wrobleski.
584 students cast valid ballots
in last Wednesday's general senate
election with the junior class castIng 176 ballots, the sophomores

casting 181, and the freshmen
casting 227.
The complete text of outgoing
Senate President Evarts' "speech
is printed on page 6,

Financial Aid
Applications for financial assistance for next year are
available now in the Office
of Financial Aid. All applicants must, file the Parents'
Confidential Statement together with the other necessary
forms by April i. Francis
B. Gummere, director of financial aid, hopes to be able
to notify all applicants of
scholarship decisions before
they leave the College for the
summer.

Dr. Lea Williams

Have astronauts
made pilots old hat?
1. What's up?

2. In the lighting fixture?

Looking for
niv wallet.

I once found my
watch there.

from the start than on the Aerospace Team —the
U.S. Air Force!
Sure, the boys who go
off the "pads" get the big, bold headlines. But if you
want to fly, the big opportunities are still with the
aircraft that take off and land on several thousand
feet of runway.
Who needs pilots? TAC does. And MAC, And SAC.
And ADC.
There's a real future in Air Force flying. In years to
come aircraft may fly higher,, faster, and further than
we dare dream of. But they'll be flying, with men
who've had Air Force flight training at the controls.
Of course the Air Force also has plenty of jobs for
those who won't be flying. As one of the world's
largest and most advanced research and development organizations, we have a continuing need for
scientists and engineers. ' •
Young college graduates in these fields will find
that they'll have the opportunity to do work that is
both interesting and important. The fact is, nowhere
will you have greater latitude or responsibility right

Interested?, The place to find out more is at the
office of the Professor of Aerospace Studies, if
there is an Air Force ROTC unit on your campus.
Ask about the new 2-year AFROTC program available at many colleges and
universities. If you prefer, mail the
coupon below.

Ollicer Career Intormalion, Dept. RCN 62,
Box A, Randolph Air Force Base, Texas 78148
|

r>
•3. The last time I dropped in
you were taking the sink
apart to get at your tiepin.
I didn't want it
to rust.

Name
College.

4. A month ago you left your
clarinet on the bus to Boston.
I really miss the
old licorice stick.

.Class of 19.

• Address_
City

_Slale_

U N I T E D STATES AIR

.2ip_

FORCE

5. How come you have so much
trouble keeping your hands
on your capital?
They don't call me
Hot Fingers for nothing.

6. If you want to start hanging
on to your money, I'd suggest
Living Insurance from Equitable,
The premiums you pay keep
building cash values that
are always yours alone, And
at the same time, the Living
Insurance gives your wife
and young solid protection.
You don't happen to
remember where I
parked my car, do you?

For information about Living Insurance, see The Man from Equitable.
For career opportunities at Equitable, see your Placement Officer, or
write: Patrick Scollard, Manpower Development Division.

The EQUITABLE Life Assurance Society of the United States
Home Office: 1285 Ave. of the Americas, New York, N. Y. 10019

©Equitable 1965

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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